
 

 

 

ROTEIRO DE ESTUDOS PARA RECUPERAÇÃO – 7º ano – 1ºTRI 

1- Complete with a vacation activities. 

1 go   _    

2 visit ___  

3 go ___   

4 surf ___    

5 try ___  

6 stay ___  

 

2- Make sentences with the following words 

a- scared ___ 

b- bored   __   

c- thirsty ___  

d- hot ___  

e-hungry ___  

f- excited ___ 

 

3- Complete the sentences with the Simple Present Tense 

 

4- Complete the sentences using the Present Progressive (Present 

Continuous) : 

 

 

 



 

 

5- What´s the weather symbol? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6- What are the seasons of the year? What´s your favorite one? Why?  

 

7- Choose the correct answers. (0,9) 

 

a- I watch / ´m watching a movie right now. 

b- I often do / ’m often doing my homework in the evening.  

c- Shhhhh! Be quiet! Jo sleeps / ’s sleeping. 

d- Don't forget your umbrella. It rains / ’s raining outside.  

e- I can't hear you. I’m at a party and a lot of people talk / are talking. 

f- We never get up / ’re never getting up before seven. 

g- Every Monday morning, Sally goes / ’s going to school on the bus.  

h- Where are you? We sit / ’re sitting on the bus. Hurry up! 

h- I usually go / ’m going to the gym on weekends. 

 

8- Name the pictures. 

 

a  b 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

9- Complete the dialogue with the words.  

hers   his   mine   mine   ours   theirs   whose   yours    

John:  Hi Susie. There’s a tablet here. Is it 
1
 ________  ? 

Susie:  No, it isn’t. This is 
2
________. It has my name on it. Look. 

John:  OK. Is it your brother’s, then?     

Susie:  No, it isn’t 
3
________. He has a green tablet. 

John:  Is it your sister’s? 

Susie:  No, it isn’t 
4
________. She doesn’t have a tablet. And Amy and 

Claire don’t have tablets. 

John:  OK. So, it isn’t 
5
________. And it isn’t 

6
________. My tablet is at 

home. Ummm … 
7
________ is it? 

Susie:  Ummm …  

Graham:  Hi. Do you have a tablet? My sister and I can’t find our tablet. 

John:  Is it this one? 

Graham: Yeah! Awesome! That’s 
8
________! 

 


